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Do we have any information on the parcel origin themselves? le is it clear that the parcels 
came from Ms Hanson's office, or is somebody impersonating her and sending these? Very 
important different between the two. 

Are they also addressed to each unit occupant, or just the unit itself? 

Thanks 

-
On 10 Jul 2020, at 17:00, s 47 E(c) wrote: 

Hi team 

An fyi on something that has unfolded this afternoon. 

I received a call this afternoon from office of Lord Mayor at City of Melbourne (who I used to 
work with) to bring us in the loop on something. City of Melbourne out at a Nth Melb tower yesterday received 
from us 1 some mail - as part of that mail was 114 parcels all looking and feeling the same, sender: Pauline 
Hanson. 

City of Melbourne/DHHS have decided to open one of the parcels, to determine whether it 
is essential and needs to go up. 

Tums out it is a stubby holder. Pie attached. 

<Image.jpeg> 

DHHS/City of Melbourne - deciding that things are tense in the towers precinct already 
and with a culturally diverse population - decide to hold the items and not deliver them. 

We get told as a courtesy this afternoon. 
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~as been on a call this afternoon with Justin Henney from City of 
Melbourne. Justin mentioned during that call that LM Sally Capp may call CH tonight as a 
courtesy. 

flHifBI- you may wish to give Christine heads up and background as you deem fit. 

Feels like Pauline is trying to create a stir. 

:5 47 

Get in touch if you need further information. 

-
-National Media and Communications Manager 
Corporate Affairs 
VIC 3000 
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